
MATERIALS

Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic, 170 g/6 oz, 288 m/315 yds)
3 skeins Gold, 1 skein White
Size I/5.5 mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle
Optional Link to YouTube Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/kXjrWpMRkzM

SIZE

Finished size 32 in x 34 in

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO and pull through both
loops on your hook.

Single Crochet 2 Together (SC2TOG): Insert your hook into the first stitch, YO and pull up a loop,
insert your hook into the next stitch, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through all loops on your hook.
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PATTERN

Chain 177 in Gold. (If you’d like to make your blanket bigger or smaller, the pattern repeat is any multiple
of 29 plus 3. So multiply the number of peaks you want by 29, then add 3.)

Row 1: In the second chain from the hook and the next chain, SC2TOG (insert your hook into the first
chain, pull up a loop, insert your hook into the next chain, pull up a loop, yarn over and pull through all loops
on your hook). *SC in the next 13 chains, work 3 SC into the next chain, SC in the next 13 chains, skip 2
chains. Repeat from *. After you have worked the last 13 chains, you should have two extra. SC2TOG
these last two stitches. Chain 1 and turn.

Row 2: Now, start the next row by SC2TOG, inserting your hook into the front loops only. (From now
on you will always be working only into the front loop.) *Then work 13 SC, work 3 SC into the next stitch
(this should be the middle stitch of the 3 SC you did in the row before), work 13 SC, skip two stitches at
the bottom for the valley, and repeat from *. After you have worked the last 13 chains, you should have two
extra. SC2TOG these last two stitches. Chain 1 and turn.

Repeat row 2 for the remainder of the blanket. Always remember to SC2TOG when you end a row, and
start a row. Always skip two stitches for a valley, always work 13 up each side. Always work 3 SC into one
stitch for the peak. Always chain 1 and turn.

Now, here is how to work the color changes: Start with 9 rows of Gold, then alternate 1 row White and
1 row Gold a total of five times. Work 9 rows of Gold in between the alternating White and Gold rows.
When you reach your desired length, end with 9 rows of Gold. I had 5 sections of alternating color for the
size I made.

When you are changing colors, you want to pull through with the new color just before you finish the
SC2TOG at the end of the row (you should have 3 loops on your hook when you pull through.) Then
you’ll cut the yarn of the first color, leaving a tail long enough to weave in later. When you finish your
blanket, tie off and weave in all your ends with a tapestry needle.

BORDER

Pull up a loop in any corner and chain 1. SC in each stitch on the sides, and on the ends work 3 SCs into
the peaks and skip the two stitches of the valleys, just as you did when working the regular pattern. Work 3
SCs into each of the corners of the blanket. When you reach the corner you started with, slip stitch into the
corner and tie off and weave that end in.

After I finished my blanket I laid it out flat and used a spray bottle to get it wet with water and smoothed
out all the sides to block it before letting it dry overnight. It's normal to have the sides of the blanket curl in
on you, but blocking the blanket will smooth everything out.


